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ABSTRACT. We study the scattering of charged particles in the presence 
of an homogeneous magnetic field. Using the Green's function formalism, 
an appropriate transition amplitude for the scattering process is 
defined, and an application is done for the scattering by a Coulomb 
potential in the high energy approximation. For this case the transition 
amplitude is obtained in a closed form; its behavior with the magnetic 
field intensity and initial translational energy is qualitatively 
discussed. In the ultra-strong field limit, the total transition 
probability presents periodic resonances with increasing values of the 
initial translational energy. 

RESUMO. Estudamos o espalhamento de partículas carregadas na presença 
de um campo magnético homogêneo. Através do formalismo de função de 
Green, é possível definir uma amplitude de transição apropriada para o 
processo de espaihõmento, e uma aplicação é apresentada para espalhamento 
por potencial Coulombiano na aproximação de alta energia. Neste caso a 
amplitude de transição é obtida de forma fechada; seu comportamento com 
a intensidade do campo magnético e energia translacional inicial é discu
tido qualitativamente. No limite do campo ultraforte, a probabilidade 
total de transição apresenta ressonâncias periódicas com valores cres
centes da energia translacional inicial. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The effect of magnetic fields on the behavior of 

physical systems is relevant in the study of- problems in 

astrophysics, plasma physics and solid state physics, where 

magnetic fields may play an important role in their proper

ties.1"9 

The structure of matter in the presence of strong 

magnetic fields has been the subject of several works1"9, and 

it is a reasonably well understood problem now: it is known 

that strong magnetic fields deeply affect the electronic 

properties of matter. It would be interesting to investigate 

how transition probabilities are modified by a strong magnetic 

field, since this could eventually play an important role 

in physical processes such as population inversion mechanisms, 

selective excitations of molecules, etc. It is then important 

to understand how charged particles interact in the presence 

of an homogeneous magnetic field: to our knowledge there 

is no theoretical study of this problem. 

In the present work we consider the scattering of 

a charged particle by a structureless potential, and apply the 

formalism for the specific case of scattering by a Coulomb 

potential. We also show how the formalism can be extended 

for the scattering by a hydrogen atom, assuming that the 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for the hydrogen atom in 

the presence of the field are known. 

In Sec. II we formulate the problem using the 

Green's function approach, and obtain a conveniently defined 
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transition amplitude. Sec. Ill is devoted to the study 

of the results of Sec. II in the case when the scattering 

potential is of the fora Ze2/r, and in Sec. IV we discuss 

the results obtained. 

II. FORMULATIOK 

In this section we present the formulation of the 

problem of a charged particle interacting with a structure

less potential in the presence of an homogeneous magnetic 

field. The eigenstates of a charged particle in an homo

geneous magnetic field are known10"11 to be separable into 

a plane wave propagating parallel to the field, and an 

harmonic oscillator type solution for the transverse motion, 

called Landau states. In the usual scattering problems, 

structureless potentials can not change the translational 

energy of the scattered particle. The scattering in the 

presence of the magnetic field allows a modification of the 

one dimensional translation energy caused by a transition 

between the bound Landau states. It is then possible to 

define a transition amplitude associated with the process 

in which a charged particle goes from an initial state 

*u « o f wave vector k0 and Landau state n into a final KQ,n 

state i. _,. Our aim Is to obtain an expression for this 
l \ fit 

transition úmplitude. 

Let us consider the Schrôdinger equation 

H¥ - [-— (p - | %)z + V(r)lV. - LH0 + V(?)]T « EV (1) 
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Taking fi = Bz and considering the symmetric Landau gauge10: 

S = \ S x r (2) 

it is tiell known that the solution of 

H„# = {-*- + H->)* = (E0 • z)* (3) 
2m p 

can be separated in the form 

ik„z 
*. <r) = e é <P) (4) 
KQ ,a a 

where E 0 = H
2 k2/2m and H+ is the two dimentional isotropic 

harmonic oscillator hamiltonian (p = xx + yy) whose eigen-

functions are: 

•„<?>-£> 2 e1"* Ins(Ç
2> (5) 

with a - (n,s), i = n - s , ç2 = Y P 2 

m» eB 1 

2« 2Rc R2 

c 

and 

I ( C 2, = e l n - « | e - ç 2 / 2 a J n - s l ( C 2 > ( n l s l ) - 1 ^ 

Here, Qjj is the associated Laguerre polynomial11 conveniently 

normalized, n >, 0 is the principal quantum number and 4 is 

the angular momentum quantum number. The number s has the 

geometrical interpretation of the distance of the center of 

the orbits from the origin. Notice that11! 
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«••„(P) • e é (o) - (n + 4>H»„Oo) » n * 0.1.2, P n n n * c n (7) 

«there « is the cyclotron frequency (see (6)) and c is tlie 

energy of the n Landau level. 

Assuming only that the interaction potential V(r) 

goes to sero for large values of r, the assyaptotic Green's 

function can be obtained fro»: 

P2 

(E - H-j - -*) G(p,p',2,z') = 6(p - p')«U - z') (8) 
p 2m 

Let 

G(p,p' ,z,z') = il 2* 
dk •*£•>•„£> eik(z"*') gn(k) (9) 

Substituting (9) in (8) we have 

gn<10 

(E - £n> 
H2k2 

2m 

(10) 

which leads immediately to: 

m 
G(p,p\z,Z') * — I *n(p')*n(p) 

tn" n 

r dk o"(z-z-) 

- k2 " Kn0,n 

(11) 

where 

2m 2m 

n0,n B2 ° n2 ° n 
(12) 

Energy conservation is garanteed by eq. (12)s the incoming 

particle with p_ • Mc0 suffers a transition from the n0 to 

the n Landau level, and M r „ is its final momentum 
no,n 
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parallel to th* field. Th* integration in (11) is equiva

lent to the one appearing in a one dimensional problem12, 

so *-.hat the resulting Green's function is: 

la iK_ Js-x* I 

Gfp.p *,s.s*) I •„(?•)•„(?) 
* * • • no» n 

IÂ*\A t z \ 5 

n2 n 
rn K. 

(13) 

ng»n 

Of course the solution of eq. (1) satisfies: 

ico»n k0,n 
G(r,r») V(r')*. „(r')dr' (14) 

Kg*** 

where r « (p,z). 

Taking the assyraptotic limit, and defining k = K 
ng,n 

im 
lim *k n(r) - •. n(r) l é ,(p) e 
z^ k0,n k0,n n 2 £, n 

ikz k0rk 
£nn' (B) (15) 

The transition amplitude representing an excitation 

of the (k,n') final state from the state (k0,n) is defined by 

k(j,k 
fnn' <B> 

im 

H2k 
dr e~ik* ** * •„,(P) V(r)* k n(r) (16) 

n JS0 ,n 

Assuming the high-energy (Born) approximation we have 

k0»k 
f.n, (B) nn 

im 

B2k 
dí e"1*2 ̂ ,(?)V(í)*n(?) (17) 

and q • k - k0 is the transfered momentum in the direction of 

the field. 

The result (17) can be generalized for the scatter

ing of a high energy charged particle by a hydrogen atom 

instead of a structureless potential. If the incident 
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particle is an electron, and neglecting the effect of 

exchange» we obtain in a similar 

£nn'!«- W * " ZZ |^i« ^•n.^i>V„.<il)*n(Pi> CI» 

where 

Se2 

'H-**' itii *•** v„.<rl> - - — «„• * •,l«*l»..«'tt TTTTT •.ITS' <™> 

The wave functions+. (r) are the solutions of the Schrõdinger 

equation for a hydrogen atoa in an- homogeneous Magnetic 

field, and oust be obtained in some approximation?'3»*'7*ê 

III. PARTICLE SCATTERING BY A COULOMB POTENTIAL 

We'take the Coulomb potential in cylindrical 

coordinates, and noticing that it is related with the 

Laplace transform of the Bessel function of order zero, we 

write it as: 

Ze2 

V(r) « - — = = « Ze2 

/p* + s2 

dy e~yz J0(yp) (20) 

o. 

Using Eqs. (20) and (5-7) in (17), the transition 

amplitude 1st 

&*»---!•» f o__ a,_ fdy í d> fdx C* a'** 

* W ( x ) Jo<y /?> W30 - m> 
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H e san ir. s , s ' must be performed since the landau level 

c « liw (n + •=•) i s a s s o c i a t e d w i th an i n f i n i t e s e t o f 
n c *. 

degenerate eigenfunctions of principal quantum nunber n, and 

s = 0,i,2,... (sc:e (5-7)). 

From Ref. 11, 

dx x„0<
x> * *<*> J ( l. f i !.iw.i<

2' S) - * ( * > I.*CA) <22> >«'*' "(a-Bj-(Y-i) ay 06 

Integration over the x variable is readly performed, resulting 

kg ,k 
fnn, (B) * nn 

iiuZe* 

Rk s ,s 
*• , n - s , n ' - s ' dz 

' — 'o 

d y e " 1 ^ 2 e - y z x 

x V n ( y V i y ) ^ . g í y 2 / ^ ) (23) 

Noticir. ' .; Lha c : 2 , 

I , (x2> 
' ! s : ,H 27 ., 

n ' I s ' I iff=0 p=0 ml p i 

, s s - t w n - l , v2(m+p) 
• e - m M n - p ' x (24) 

v h e x » . ;, - [&• •• s\ •- | n ' - n | . 

Th: rsr.i--iining integrals are easily done, resulting 

in a rinple c::pre3sion for the transition amplitude 

k0,k ''.Ĉ J,:. °» q2 q' 
f«_„.<C) - I Í (" — ) I. , J ' — ) (25) n.n' n> s=0 n'r* 4Y (s+n'-n),s 4Y 

This* -jquation shows that the transition amplitude 

depende only o:\ the final value of the translational momentum, 
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k, and on the ratio X = q2/4f « q2R2/4. 

It is interesting to notice that the absolute 

value of the summation in Eq. (25) is a snoothly increasing 

function of the argument x, and this behavior allows a 

simple qualitative discussion about the dependence of the 

transition amplitude on the magnetic field intensity and on 

the incident translational energy E 0 * ft
2k2/2m. Energy 
o 

conservation implies that transitions occur only if 

Anhu $ E0 (An = n' - n ) . We restrict our discussion to 
c w 

excitation of Landau levels. An > 0, so that the relevant 

parameters of the problem may assume the following correspond» 

ing ranges of values: 

Kw 1 
0 Í \ Í An <=> k0 i k i 0 <^> 0 $ — — $ — '. 

E0 An 

Because of tho factor k'1 in Eq. (25), the absolute value 

of the transition amplitude for E fixed An decreases 

monotonically with (E0/n<D ), and it diverges for E0/Hu • An 

(see Fig.iy, Of course for E0/nw < An it vanishes. The total 

transition probability from initial state n: Pn»£ |fJ^(B)|
2 

as a function o£ S0/H« should therefore present periodic 

resonances, separated by unity, corresponding to process 

where the initial translational energy E0 is totaly 

transferee? into a Landau level excitation. The total 

transition probability PR as a function of E0/nw has an 

overall oscillatory increasing behavior, as qualitatively 

shown in Fig. 1. It should be noticed that effects such as 

the dc Hr.as-Van Alphon and Schubnikow-Van Alphen 
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present a similar behavior for the magnetic susceptibility 

and the electric resistivity, respectively, as a function 

of the inverse of the magnetic field.1 * 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The scattering of charged particles in the presence 

of an homogeneous magnetic field has been studied, and an 

application was made for the case of scattering by a Coulomb 

potential in the high energy approximation. The presence 

of the magnetic field allows for inelastic processes (tran

sition between Landau levels) even when the scattering 

is associated with a structureless potential. Due to the 

separable form of the solution (4) this problem is formally 

equivalent to-the one dimensional scattering of a charged 

particle (characterized by its momentum Wc) by a system 

associated with the landau levels. 

For collisions of charged particles in the presence 

of an homogeneous magnetic field, a typical value of the 

translational energy (within the Born approximation) is 

E0 * 100 eV. This corresponds to the separation between 

Landau levels in a magnetic field of the order of 1010Gauss. 

The resonance structure we have previously discussed can 

only be observed for fields of that order or larger, which 

are presently known to exist in the surface of neutron 

stars and pulsars. 

A field of 1010Gauss is orders of magnitude larger 
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than any experimenteily available magnetic field. Strong 

magnetic lields in the laboratory are of the order of 

105 Gauss, so that the parameter E0/Kw is about 105 for 

E0 = lOOeV. Separation between resonances of the order 

of 10"5 of the value of the parameter can not fce experi

mentally observed, and the only observable effect in the 

laboratory should be a slow increase of P with E0/nw . 

Therefore the total transition probability increases 

with E0 and decreases with B; it is only in the ultra 

strong field limit (B 2 10i0Gauss) that is oscillatory 

increasing behavior can be observed. 

The scattering of a charged particle by an hydrogen 

atom in the presence of a magnetic field is more complicate 

since the dependence of the atomic levels as a function of 

the magnetic field is not known in an analytic form, as 

the Landau levels, and the general behavior depends on the 

level considered2/3,'*,7,3. n o g e n e r a l behavior can be 

antecipated without specific calculations. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Qualitative dependence of the partial transition 

amplitude, |f ,|, and of the total transition 

probability from state n, P » I lfn-*n''2' a s a 

n' 

function of the initial translational energy rela

tive to the Landau levels separation. 




